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Abstract
Retrotransposons, specifically Alu and L1 elements, have been especially successful in their
expansion throughout primate genomes. While most of these elements integrate through an
endonuclease-mediated process termed target primed reverse transcription, a minority integrate using
alternative methods. Here we present evidence for one such mechanism, (which we term internal
priming) and demonstrate that loci integrating through this mechanism are qualitatively different
from “classical” insertions. Previous examples of this mechanism are limited to cell culture assays,
which show that reverse transcription can initiate upstream of the 3′ polyA tail during retrotransposon
integration. To detect whether this mechanism occurs in vivo as well as in cell culture, we have
analyzed the human genome for internal priming events using recently integrated L1 and Alu
elements. Our examination of the human genome resulted in the recovery of twenty events involving
internal priming insertions, which are structurally distinct from both classical TPRT-mediated
insertions and non-classical insertions. We suggest two possible mechanisms by which these internal
priming loci are created and provide evidence supporting a role in staggered DNA double-strand
break repair. Also, we demonstrate that the internal priming process is associated with inter-
chromosomal duplications and the insertion of filler DNA.
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1. Introduction
L1 elements and Alu elements are highly successful and ubiquitous retrotransposons in primate
genomes that are actively involved in shaping the genomic architecture. A full length L1
element is approximately 6kb in length and consists of a 5′ UTR containing an internal RNA
polymerase II promoter, two open reading frames (ORFs) separated by an intergenic spacer,
and a 3′ UTR region encompassing the poly-A tail (Kazazian and Moran, 1998). ORF1 codes
for an RNA-binding protein with nucleic acid chaperone activity and ORF 2 codes for reverse
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transcriptase (RT) and endonuclease (EN) activities (Mathias et al., 1991; Feng et al., 1996;
Kolosha and Martin, 1997). The L1 retrotransposon enzymatic machinery is used by the non-
autonomous ~300bp Alu element, which does not code for any proteins, but carries an internal
RNA polymerase III promoter (Fuhrman et al., 1981). Generally these elements mobilize by
a “copy and paste” mechanism in their host genomes via a process termed retrotransposition.
L1s and Alu elements are thought to insert into the genome through a mechanism described as
target primed reverse transcription (TPRT), first reported in Bombyx mori (Luan et al., 1993)
(Fig. 1a).
During TPRT, L1 EN makes a single nick at one of the preferred motifs (e.g. 5′-TTAAAA-3′)
and the L1 or Alu element mRNA anneals to the nick site using its 3′ poly-A tail, following
which the L1 RT initiates reverse transcription using the mRNA as a template and the second
strand nick occurs downstream of the initial cleavage site. This process creates staggered breaks
which are later filled in by direct repeats on either side of the element, termed target site
duplications (TSDs) (Feng et al., 1996; Szak et al., 2002). The final two steps entail the
integration of the newly synthesized single-stranded mobile element cDNA and synthesis of
the second strand; the chronological order in which this happens is still unclear. If it proceeds
to completion unhindered, TPRT results in the creation of characteristic structural features
including intact TSDs and a variable length poly-A tail (Luan et al., 1993; Gilbert et al.,
2005). Integration of retrotransposons using classical TPRT has been implicated in the
disruption of gene function, deletions at the insertion site, termination of transcription and in
the creation of certain disease states (e.g. neurofibromatosis, hemophilia) (Batzer and
Deininger, 2002; Goodier and Kazazian, 2008). Though the majority of genomic Alu and L1
elements integrate using this method, a detectable minority integrate into the genome using
alternative pathways and variants upon TPRT (Morrish et al., 2002; Callinan et al., 2005;
Gilbert et al., 2005; Babushok et al., 2006; Sen et al., 2007; Srikanta et al., 2009).
A recent analysis of L1 elements reported a variation of the “classical” TPRT model of mobile
DNA integration (Kulpa and Moran, 2006). This analysis involved an assay to detect ORF2p
activity, and provided in vitro evidence that L1 RT preferentially acts upon its own template,
as well as Alu elements. Sequencing of the resulting transcripts led to the discovery that RT
had occasionally initiated transcription within and upstream of the poly-A tail, (as opposed to
“classical” TPRT, where transcription begins at 3′ end of the poly-A tail), similar to a previous
study of tRNA-derived retropseudogenes (Schmitz et al., 2004; Callinan et al., 2005; Kulpa
and Moran, 2006).. To explore that a similar integration mechanism is active in vivo, we
scanned the human genome for truncated Alu and L1 elements with TSDs ≥6bp (Szak et al.,
2002). This mechanism of insertion, which we term Internal Priming (IP), appears to be an
opportunistic alternative pathway for L1 and Alu mobilization and may play a role in repairing
DNA double-strand breaks.
In this analysis we report twenty mobile element insertions that resulted from the internal
priming pathway for integration into the human genome. For each locus, we verified the pre-
insertion sequence with PCR or cycle-sequencing of DNA from an outgroup primate genome.
We confirmed that each had the hallmarks of internal priming (TSDs and 3′ truncation). We
suggest that this mechanism of retrotransposon insertion, which has not been described before
in the human genome, may constitute a third pathway (after TPRT and NCLI (non-classical
L1 insertion (EN-independent)/NCAI (non-classical Alu insertion (EN-independent)) of
integration for Alu and L1 element family insertions.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Computational extraction and manual authentication of putative IP loci
Alu element and L1 insertions used in this study were identified based on specific differences
from both classical TPRT-mediated and non-classical insertion criteria. Characteristics of
classical TPRT-mediated insertions include the presence of TSDs, variable length poly-A tails
and “preferred” L1 EN-cleavage sites (Morrish et al., 2002); non-classical insertions lack
TSDs, polyA tails and use EN-independent insertion sites. Putative internal priming (IP) events
are 3′ truncated (lacking the poly-A tail and are ≤276bp for Alu elements, ≤6135bp for L1
elements), have TSDs no shorter than 6bp and do not appear to preferentially insert using
preferred L1 EN-cleavage sites (Szak et al., 2002; Sen et al., 2007; Srikanta et al., 2009).
Elements selected for this study were less than 2% diverged from the consensus sequence.
These structural characteristics are similar to those described in Kulpa et al (2006).
To identify putative IP loci, we revised the method outlined in Sen et al (2007) and Srikanta
et al (2009) for detecting non-classical retrotransposon insertions. The L1 and Alu element data
were downloaded using whole-chromosome annotation files tabulating all mobile elements on
each chromosome (available at http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/downloads.html#human) for
the human (hg18) genome. We filtered the files to retain only Alu and L1 elements. Next, to
scan for truncated Alu and L1 elements missing the poly-A tail used during classical TPRT-
mediated integration, we used a Perl script to locate those Alu elements which had 3′ truncations
to positions numbering 276 or less, along the 312bp AluY consensus sequence used by the
RepeatMasker (RM) software package in its default settings (Smit et al., 1996), and those L1
elements which were 6135bp or less as described in Sen et al (2007).
Manual inspection of computationally detected loci involved extracting the putative truncated
Alu or L1 element sequence with 5000bp of flanking sequence on both sides of each locus.
Next, this sequence was used to query the chimpanzee (panTro2) and rhesus macaque
(rheMac2) genomes using the BLAT software suite (http://www.genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/),
and a triple alignment of the locus was created to analyze the local pre-insertion and post-
insertion sequence architecture. In particular, we scanned for the presence of TSDs longer than
6bp and for any target-site deletions present in the pre-insertion sequence, but absent following
the Alu or L1 insertion. To ascertain whether the element was truly young and truncated (and
thereby reduce the likelihood of finding false positives), we investigated the Alu and L1
elements within the context of 5000bp sequence flanking either side of the insertion. We
discarded all elements >2% diverged from their respective consensus sequences according to
the RM algorithm to limit our results to relatively recent integration events with easily
reconstructed pre-insertion sequence architecture, using the chimpanzee and rhesus genomes.
We chose loci for experimental validation that matched the following four criteria: 3′ truncation
as specified above, presence of TSDs ≥6bp in length, absence of a poly-A tail, and verifiable
pre-insertion sequence structure in two other primate genomes. We cross-checked our putative
IP loci against the orthologous pre-insertion sites in the other genomes to confirm there was
no extraneous sequence between the starting points of the upstream and downstream matching
flanking regions in the post-insertion genome (Table 1). To further confirm that loci fitting all
the criteria described above were indeed atypical Alu and L1 insertions and not artifacts arising
from sequence assembly errors, we PCR-amplified all loci from a panel of primate genomes
and resequenced all ambiguous loci. To differentiate between Alu and L1 IP events we have
labeled them AIP for Alu Internal Priming and L1IP for L1 element Internal Priming events.
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2.2 Validation of loci through PCR amplification and resequencing
We designed primers for each locus using the Primer3 utility
(http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/primer3_www.cgi) and performed PCR in 25μl
reactions using 15–25ng genomic DNA, 0.28μM primer, 200μM dNTPs in 50mM KCl, 1.5mM
MgCl2, 10mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), and 2.5 units Taq DNA polymerase. Thermocycler programs
were as follows: 95°C for 2 min (1 cycle), [95°C for 30sec, optimal annealing temperature for
30 sec, 72°C for 1 min] (35 cycles), 72°C for 10 min (1 cycle). PCR products were visualized
on 2% agarose gels stained with ethidium bromide. For PCR fragments with expected lengths
larger than 1.5kb, ExTaq™ (Takara) was used according to the manufacturer’s specified
protocol. All loci were amplified from the following genomes: Homo sapiens (HeLa; cell line
ATCC CCL-2), Pan troglodytes (common chimpanzee “Clint”; cell line NS06006B), Gorilla
gorilla (Western lowland gorilla; cell line Coriell Cell Repositories AG05251), Pongo
pygmaeus (orangutan; cell line GM04272A), Macaca mulatta (rhesus macaque; cell line
NG07109), and Chlorocebus aethiops (African green monkey; cell line ATCC CCL70) (Fig.
2). Primer sequences are available from the Publications section of the Batzer laboratory
website (http://batzerlab.lsu.edu).
Loci were sequenced directly from the PCR amplicons after cleanup using Wizard® gel
purification kits (Promega Corporation) or ExoSAP-IT® (USB Corporation). Samples that
could not be sequenced directly from PCR products were cloned into vectors using the TOPO
TA (fragments <1kb) cloning kit (Invitrogen). Sequencing results were obtained using an
ABI3130XL automated DNA sequencer and analyzed using the SeqMan, BioEdit and EditSeq
utilities from the DNAStar® V.5 package. GC content was calculated using GEECEE
(http://mobyle.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/MobylePortal/portal.py?form=geecee) for both the flanking
regions and the insertion. Close inspection of the flanking sequence and the results of the PCR
and sequence analyses confirmed the pre-insertion loci from two outgroup genomes (Fig. 2).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Characterization of putative internal priming mechanisms
Based on our analyses, we suggest that two alternatives to TPRT may be responsible for the
internal priming structures observed (Fig. 1). The first is an opportunistic mechanism wherein
a first strand nick is created by the L1 EN and instead of annealing by its polyA tail as in
“classical” TPRT, the retrotransposon mRNA attaches to the host genome using a limited
number of complementary bases at a site within the mobile element upstream of the polyA
tail). RT activity (albeit possibly at reduced fidelity) fills in the break with a single-stranded
copy of the element, and the other steps of the integration proceed as with classical TPRT (Fig
1b), i.e. a second strand nick then occurs, the entire break is filled, and TSDs form as in classical
TPRT. In the second mechanism, retrotransposon mRNA attaches to both ends of a preexisting
staggered double-strand break in the genome using complementary base pairing at sequences
within the length of the element (as opposed to the 5′ or 3′ ends). RT activity begins at the 3′
binding site, with subsequent cDNA synthesis joining the ends of the DSB with a copy of the
truncated element (Fig 1c) (Lin et al., 1999;Lin and Waldman, 2001;Ostertag and Kazazian,
2001;Valerie and Povirk, 2003;Haber, 2006;Haber, 2008;Lieber et al., 2008). Due to the
staggered nature of the break, TSDs are formed, filling in the cleavage sites. Low levels of
microhomology found only at the 3′ ends of these insertions could provide further support for
the opportunistic nature of mobile element recruitment to the break site. Termed “Internal
Priming” (IP), these insertions differ from those found during classical TPRT and NCI events
in that they are truncated elements with intact TSDs (Kulpa and Moran, 2006).
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3.2 Investigation of human genomic internal priming events
Using a combination of computational data mining and wet-bench verification, we analyzed
the human genome for evidence of an internal priming mechanism of retrotransposition,
specifically Alu and L1 elements. We excluded all classical TPRT-mediated insertions through
a stringent manual inspection of putative IP loci following a triple alignment of the three
genomes at each locus and PCR analyses (Fig. 2). A total of twenty IP insertions from the hg18
assembly were verified in this manner, six human-specific loci (two AIP and four L1IP) and
fourteen loci (4 AIP and 10 L1IP) that were shared among the hominin genomes (i.e., human,
chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan), with the pre-insertion architecture confirmed via PCR-
assay and sequencing (Table 1). Along with the truncated Alu and L1 elements, we found
approximately 1.63kb of non-retrotransposon sequence inserted at experimentally confirmed
IP loci, with ~163bp associated with Alu elements and ~1.47kb associated with L1s (Table 1).
3.3 Sequence composition of IP loci and alignment to the full-length consensus sequence
Alu internal priming (AIP) loci ranged in size from 30bp to 150bp, with an average AIP length
of ~103bp, in contrast to full-length Alu elements, which are ~300bp in length. The L1 internal
priming (L1IP) loci ranged from 33bp to 1.9kb in length as compared to a consensus L1
sequence, which is ~6kb in length, with an average L1IP length of ~460bp (Fig. 3). A multiple
alignment of AIP and LIP loci with their respective full-length sequences revealed that the AIP
loci had a slight tendency to cluster towards the 5′end whereas L1IP loci had a tendency to
cluster towards the 3′ end of their consensus sequences (Fig. 3). Of 20 total insertions, only 2
are 5′ intact, and both are AIP loci (AIP 17 & 9), which can be explained by the short insertion
length of Alu elements. As full-length Alu elements are only ~300bp in length, when RT
internally primes somewhere within the Alu element, it is more likely to reach the 5′ end of the
Alu mRNA, whereas a full-length L1 element is much longer and may be more likely to be 5′
truncated. None of the L1IP insertions were 5′ intact. L1IP loci showed at least 3.5kb 5′
truncation and four AIP showed at least 35bp of 5′ truncation. Two AIP loci had intact middle
polyA rich regions and one AIP was truncated within the middle polyA rich region, whereas
only one L1IP locus (L1IP 36) had an intact intergenic spacer region. A common feature of
classical TPRT insertions is the creation of target site deletions. In our data only six of the
twenty IP loci had target site deletions associated with their insertions. Fourteen loci lacked
target site deletions, only 7bp total were deleted whereas ~8.7kb mobile element and non-
mobile elements sequences were inserted. These findings are consistent with the theory that
IP events arise as a consequence of a DSB repair mechanism.
It is theoretically possible that post-insertion 3′ truncation events would mimic the unique local
sequence architecture of IP events. In this analysis, we tried to minimize such errors using two
different methods. First, we compared the orthologous flanking sequence in all three primate
genomes to confirm that post-insertion random genomic deletions did not delete the portion of
the element immediately upstream of the 3′ TSD, creating a truncated structure that could
mimic the AIP or LIP structure; we assume that the probability of post-insertion 3′ truncation
occurring independently at exactly the same position in three separate primate genomes is
negligible. Second, we further confirmed that 3′ truncation events were not created by “private”
deletions in the reference human genome mimicking IP events by PCR amplification of all loci
on a population panel consisting of 80 individuals from four different geographic ancestral
origins: African Americans, South Americans, Europeans and Asians. Gel electrophoresis of
the PCR amplicons showed no variation in the expected size, and DNA sequencing also
confirmed the PCR amplicons contained only the truncated element and no individual had a
full length Alu or L1 element.
Based on the local genomic architecture of these insertions and an analysis of the L1 EN
cleavage sites of the loci, we suggest the preferred model for IP may be a rare variant of TPRT
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or another more opportunistic mechanism, staggered double-strand break repair (Fig. 1b, 1c).
Four loci contained only the L1 or Alu element while sixteen IP loci had non-mobile element
DNA associated with them; in some cases this could represent “filler DNA” (Roth et al.,
1989). The twenty IP loci described could be the products of template jumping activity, which
has been previously documented for reverse transcriptase (Cost et al., 2002; Kulpa and Moran,
2006; Kurzynska-Kokorniak et al., 2007; Eickbush and Jamburuthugoda, 2008). Four out of
six AIP insertions and three of fourteen L1IP insertions occurred in intragenic regions; though
there are only twenty loci, this may suggest an internal priming repair mechanism using
available mRNA from nearby actively transcribed elements. Both Alu and L1 elements are
mobilizing in the genome, and we suggest a variant reverse transcriptase-mediated pathway
that operates opportunistically.
The search criteria used in this analysis were quite stringent and loci that could potentially have
represented IP insertions may have been culled. We were only able to find those germline
events that have been successfully inherited; many more germline events are likely to have
occurred, but were lost. There could also be many somatic events, but these would remain
mainly unrecoverable by our analysis. RepeatMasker has difficulty correctly discerning
insertions under 30bp in length, even when using the most sensitive setting, and can miscall
ambiguous repetitive elements. By sampling from only one genome, our analysis will not
recover many low-frequency polymorphic human loci that could be present in the species
(Hedges et al., 2004; Callinan et al., 2005). This study was made even more conservative by
discarding all elements >2% diverged from their consensus sequences and keeping only those
loci with unambiguous TSDs ≥6bp and in which the pre-insertion sequence could be
authenticated through triple-alignment and wet-bench verification. There are potentially many
more IP loci, and this analysis is by no means comprehensive, but the loci presented here
provide evidence of an opportunistic, non-standard pathway involving internal priming of
reverse transcriptase.
3.4 IP microhomology and endonuclease cleavage site analyses
To attempt to distinguish between our two hypothetical mechanisms accounting for IP events,
we performed two analyses to determine the independent nature of the insertion site as well as
attachment at the insertion site. Using the method outlined in Srikanta et al (2009),
microhomology analyses were performed on AIP and L1IP loci separately and combined (Fig.
4) (Zingler et al., 2005). We compared 6bp stretches at both ends of the insert, using only those
loci whose 5′ and 3′ ends did not include non-L1 or Alu sequence. Of the 20 loci possible for
this analysis, five loci at the 5′ end (3 AIP and 2 L1IP) and fifteen loci at the 3′ end (2 AIP and
13 L1IP) included Alu or L1 sequence. Our results indicate a slightly increased level of
microhomology at the 3′ insertion junctions using L1IP data alone, and in the combined data
set (Fig. 4). This suggests that the microhomology at the 3′ insertion junction of L1IP events
may mediate attachment to the break site. The small number of AIP events does not provide
enough support to draw conclusions about whether the same might be true for Alu elements.
If the IP insertions occurred through a variant of TPRT that retains the dependence on the L1
EN to create the nicks in the host genome, few differences from the typical L1 EN cleavage
site (5′TTTT/A) would be expected. To test this hypothesis, we inspected the sequence at the
insertion sites of the loci in this analysis and find that there is substantial deviation from both
the preferred and atypical cleavage sites for L1 EN (Morrish et al., 2002; Han et al., 2005).
Using a previously described analysis system for L1 EN dependence (Han et al., 2005), IP loci
were compared to a combined analysis of non-classical Alu and L1 insertions and a recent
analysis of TPRT-mediated insertions (Fig. 5). These comparisons indicate that the cleavage
sites of IP events differ from typical EN cleavage sites, but not as substantially as non-classical
insertion cleavage sites. These findings are more consistent with the hypothesis that mobile
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elements are opportunistically integrating into genomic lesions as a mechanism for repairing
staggered DSBs using an internal priming mechanism, as opposed to the TPRT variant
mechanism (Fig. 1, 4 & 5).
3.5 Features of IP loci are consistent with a model of DNA double-strand break repair
IP loci possess distinct characteristics that set them apart from both classical TPRT-mediated
insertions and non-classical (EN-independent) insertions. We propose that this internal priming
mechanism can act as an alternative integration pathway for retrotransposons in primate
genomes and may occasionally be involved in repair of staggered DNA double-strand breaks.
Both microhomology and EN cleavage site analyses provide support for an opportunistic
mechanism that bridges breaks neatly, resulting in little loss or gain of genomic material.
Also in contrast to classical TPRT-mediated insertions, sixteen out of twenty IP loci (4 AIPs
and 12 L1IPs) had non-mobile element DNA inserted along with the retrotransposon insertion
(Table 1). These fragments ranged in size from 1bp to 594bp and were generally found 5′ of
the mobile element in the insertion site (Roth et al., 1989). Of the four AIP loci with non-Alu
inserted sequence, one had non-Alu sequence on both sides of the truncated Alu (AIP 10) and
the other three had 3′ non-Alu inserted sequence (AIPs 13, 9, 29). Of the twelve L1IP loci with
non-L1 inserted sequence, only one had non-LI inserted sequence (L1IP 8) on both sides of
the truncated L1, while eleven loci had non-L1 sequence inserted 5′ of the truncated L1 (L1IPs
16, 21, 26, 27, 28, 31, 42, 49, 54, 68, 159), as opposed to 3′ as was observed in the AIP events.
Both L1IP 28 (found on chromosome 3) and L1IP 68 (found on the X chromosome) appear to
have 5′ transduced sequence. The transduced sequences are 245bp and 206bp, respectively,
and share more than 94% sequence homology with different non-repetitive sequence on
chromosome 8. L1IPs 49, 54 and 159 appear to have included sequence from unknown
locations while the majority of non-Alu or L1 sequence inserted with the IP loci is in the form
of simple or low-complexity repeats suggesting that the internal priming process could play a
role in creating new simple and low complexity repeats (Ovchinnikov et al., 2001;Mirkin,
2006;Sen et al., 2007).
Three IP loci were characterized with either AT or CA-rich repeats at the 3′ or 5′ ends. Both
Alu elements and L1 elements have previously been associated with the expansion and
formation of microsatellites; however, as these microsatellites may have expanded or
contracted over time, it is difficult to determine the exact sequence at the time of insertion
(Arcot et al., 1995). Along with simple and low complexity repeats, we found evidence for
capture of extra L1 RNA at one locus (L1IP 16). The non-mobile element inserted sequence
did not have significant matches when searches were performed in BLAT and BLAST. Eight
L1IP events showed a polyT repeat at the 5′ end of their insertions (L1IPs 16, 27, 31, 42, 49,
54, 69, 159). These stretches ranged from 7bp to 37bp and are not the complementary sequence
to the polyA tail of a retrotranspositionally-competent L1. Such polyT stretches have been
suggested to cause instability and act as recombination hotspots (Chambeyron et al., 2002;
Wallace et al., 2008).
3.6 Evidence for non-traditional mobilization in primate genomes
We have provided evidence for the existence of an alternative integration mechanism for L1
and Alu elements in primate genomes. With this analysis, we have shown an integration
mechanism that differs from both classical TPRT and EN-independent insertion activity. The
structural features of the loci discussed in this study leave little doubt that the internal priming-
based integration mechanism we report is distinct from classical TPRT and constitutes a non-
preferred method of Alu and L1 mobilization. Previous in vitro systems have shown the
existence of internal priming for L1s (Kulpa and Moran, 2006); however, our analysis confirms
that this mechanism is active in vivo as well.
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While overall, the large proportion of TPRT-mediated L1 and Alu insertions in primate
genomes are essentially neutral, individual loci may be associated with disruption of gene
function and creation of local genomic instability, largely due to the “active” role of the L1
EN in creating DSBs (Hedges and Deininger, 2007; Goodier and Kazazian, 2008). In contrast
to such insertions, the “passive” role IP events seem to be playing in the fortuitous repair of
genomic lesions gives them a role (albeit minor) in maintaining genomic stability through an
RNA-mediated DNA repair mechanism. L1 and Alu elements make up a significant portion of
primate genomes and have been implicated in a number of mechanisms that have led to lineage-
specific evolutionary changes. The relatively conservative estimate of the number of IP events
in hominins that we present here is due to the methods we used: restricting our computational
search to the human genome, RepeatMasker limitations described in section 3.3, host genome
tolerance, and the ≤2% divergence from the consensus sequence we allowed in order to filter
for the youngest elements. This estimate undoubtedly represents only a fraction of the total
number of IP events possible in primate genomes. The human genome contains ~1.2 million
Alu elements and ~0.5 million L1s (Batzer and Deininger, 2002; Goodier and Kazazian,
2008; Comeaux et al., 2009). Using the BLAT Tables utility (Kent, 2002), and filtering for
Alu elements showing divergence of 2% or less from the consensus sequence, we found 572
young inserts in the human genome. We also found 706 L1 elements using the same criteria.
Out of twenty IP loci, we had six human-specific events, two were Alu element-based and four
were L1-based. Employing a similar analysis approach to that was used in Srikanta et al
2009, our data suggest a rate of insertions among young elements by this internal priming
pathway in the human genome to be ~0.35% for Alu elements and ~0.57% or ~0.6% for L1
elements. Two percentages are given here for L1 element insertions as we calculated this rate
using two different estimates of the number of L1s, all L1s versus only those in the L1PA1
and L1HS subfamilies (Khan et al., 2006; Giordano et al., 2007). Since the beginning of the
radiation of the primate lineage (~65 million years), as few as 3680 and as many as 4196 Alu
elements may have inserted using this pathway (1 AIP insertion per ~15,000–18,000 years).
A similar extrapolation with L1 elements suggests that anywhere between 2833 and 3125 L1
elements have inserted in this fashion (1 L1IP insertion per ~20,000–23,000 years).
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, using a combination of computational data mining and experimental
verification, we have established that the retrotransposon internal priming events seen in cell
culture also occur in vivo. Recent analyses provide evidence supporting alternative pathways
to integration for mobile elements (Morrish et al., 2002; Gilbert et al., 2005; Babushok et al.,
2006; Kulpa and Moran, 2006; Sen et al., 2007; Srikanta et al., 2009). Internal priming events
may play a role in genomic stability by repairing genomic lesions. This mechanism is distinct
from classical TPRT and an EN-independent pathway, as distinguished by inspection of the
pre-insertion and post-insertion features of the sequence architecture. Internal priming events
seem to have occurred at a much lower frequency than either TPRT or NCI events. This is
consistent with the results of in vitro assays which demonstrated that priming upstream of the
3′ poly-A tail results in reduced retrotransposition (Kulpa and Moran, 2006). Internal priming
is an inefficient pathway, suggesting the mechanism of insertion is occurring in trans. While
the internal priming mechanism could be explained as a variant of TPRT that we term TPRT
variant, the characteristic features of these loci are more indicative of a random integration
mechanism occasionally resulting in the repair of DSBs, which would otherwise be deleterious
to the genome (Lin and Waldman, 2001; Rudin and Thompson, 2001; Hagan et al., 2003;
Brugmans et al., 2007; Helleday et al., 2007; Ichiyanagi et al., 2007; Wallace et al., 2008).
Overall, growing evidence from recent analyses of such non-deleterious roles for both the L1
and Alu families is providing support for a role for TEs in maintaining genomic stability,
illuminating yet another aspect to the biology of non-LTR retrotransposons in primate
genomes.
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SINE short interspersed element
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Figure 1. Alternative mechanisms of retrotransposon integration
(a) Classical TPRT-mediated L1 or Alu insertion into the host primate genome. L1 EN creates
a nick in the first strand (orange arrow) at the 5′-TTTT/A-3′ consensus and the retrotransposon
mRNA (purple line) anneals to the genomic DNA (blue line) using its polyA tail (purple
outline). L1 RT (pink oval) synthesizes the retrotransposon mRNA to complete insertion and
the TSDs (grey) are filled in. (b) TPRT variant-mediated retrotransposon insertion. L1 RT
internally primes on the L1 or Alu mRNA and the break is filled using classical TPRT
machinery. (c) Staggered DSB repair with 5′ overhangs. A staggered DSB (lightning bolt)
occurs and RT (pink oval) internally primes on the mobile element mRNA (purple line) that
bridges the gap by binding to either end. Subsequent cDNA synthesis fills the break with a
copy of the truncated element.
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Figure 2. A schematic detailing IP locus investigation
All computationally derived candidate loci were triple-aligned (human, chimpanzee, and
rhesus macaque), and those loci found to be human- or hominin-specific were kept for wet
bench verification. Gel chromatograph of PCR products from a phylogenetic analysis of a
hominin-specific AIP locus (AIP 9). The numbers indicate the DNA template used: 1 & 9,
100bp ladder; 2, negative control (H2O); 3, human; 4, chimpanzee; 5, gorilla; 6, orangutan; 7,
rhesus macaque; 8, green monkey.
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Figure 3. Alignment of IP loci to their respective consensus sequences
(a) AIP fragments juxtaposed with a representation of a full-length Alu element consensus
sequence. The Alu fragments are pink and the consensus sequence is light blue. Two AIP loci
are 5′ intact and overall AIP loci align to the consensus sequence with no bias. (b) L1IP
fragments juxtaposed with a representation of a full-length L1 element consensus sequence
The L1 fragments are. dark blue and the consensus sequence is green. L1IP loci show an
alignment bias for the 3′ end of the consensus sequence.
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Figure 4. Combined AIP & L1IP microhomology analysis
Complementary nucleotide positions are counted in opposite directions at the 5′ and 3′ ends of
the respective consensus sequences. Bases are highlighted in grey if they are complementary
to the corresponding nucleotide on the L1 or Alu RNA. The number of matches at each position
(r) and the corresponding p-values indicate the likelihood of obtaining the observed numbers
of matches by chance alone. Using a binomial probability distribution, we calculated p-values
assuming the chance of success (i.e. complimentary pairing) was 1/4 and the chance of failure
was 3/4 at each position.
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Figure 5. IP insertion site divergence from the preferred L1 endonuclease cleavage site sequence
Loci generated by three different insertion studies (L1IMD, NCI and IP) were analyzed for
presence or absence of the preferred L1 EN cleavage site motif. The red line indicates loci
analyzed for L1IMD events, which occur via classical TPRT; the blue line indicates NCI events,
which are L1 EN-independent; and the green line indicates IP events. The results indicate
increased divergence from the preferred motif used by L1 EN-mediated classical TPRT,
suggesting that IP events use a mechanism more similar to NCI than L1IMD. These findings
are consistent with an opportunistic mechanism.
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